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This guide gives an overview of STL Partners’ open RAN ROI 
tool and explains how to change its inputs

• The objective of this guide is to:
– Present an overview of the model and its general workings (including sheets we have hidden to protect 

the calculations and STL Partners’ IP)

– Explains which inputs the user can change and how this is likely to impact the output.

• If you are familiar with the modelling method behind the tool, you can jump directly to the 
How to change the inputs section. 

• This guide does not present a commentary on model output as calibrated at the time of its 
publication:

– We will publish an article presenting such a commentary after the launch of our tool. This article will be 
available for free on our Telco cloud hub.

• We welcome feedback from the users of the tool on its usefulness, its user-friendliness and 
its fitness for purpose. We also welcome views on our default inputs and assumptions. 

• To discuss any aspects of the tool and in particular if you need help in navigating it, please 
book a 30-min call in my calendar or email me.

https://stlpartners.com/telcocloud/
https://calendly.com/emma-buckland
mailto:emma.buckland@stlpartners.com?subject=Telco%20Cloud%20Operator%20Profiles:%20new%20operator%20for%202023%20update
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Our tool compares the economic benefits of different RAN 
deployment strategies – it is not a digital twin of a network

• The objective of our tool is to compare the financial outcomes of two RAN deployment strategies 
(open RAN versus appliance-based). Therefore, it needs to be in the right ballpark for:

– An operator’s mobile service revenue, capex and opex: Hence the use of published financial data for each operator 
featured in the tool

– The further cost breakdown into smaller buckets which will be impacted by the deployment strategies: For this we 
have analysed the accounts of selected operators with relevant breakdowns and/or conducted interviews with CSPs 
to validate our benchmarks. The same benchmarks are used for all operators in the tool. 

• The tool does not provide an exact representation of an operator’s network but it is fit for the intended 
purpose of calculating a delta between two scenarios and doing so consistently for all operators. 

• The user can alter our inputs / assumptions to fit an individual case and enter their own values, e.g.:
– Replacing a calculated input by a value not publicly available but known to the user

– Modifying our assumptions in terms of costs, i.e. comparison between different site types and YoY trends

– Modifying the values of our open RAN migration paths (within reason) to test other adoption curves

– Setting an operator on a different migration path from the path originally set in the tool

– This guide explains how to change those values here. 

• We intend for our tool to foster a constructive debate on open RAN’s financial benefits and would 
value your feedback. 

https://forms.office.com/e/6C1vmu5Fbb
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The background to the tool is our extensive research 
portfolio and consulting track record in Telco cloud

• STL Partners has a deep understanding of Telco cloud through a well established practice in this area:
– Over the past seven years, our Telco cloud insights service has supported telcos and vendors engaged in virtualisation through 

strategic reports, our industry-leading telco cloud deployment tracker database and direct engagement of our analysts with C-level 
executives.

– Our consulting work in telco cloud and our other areas of expertise is regularly conducted through extensive primary research
programmes during which we interview telecoms executives throughout the value chain.

• The Open RAN ROI tool also leverages findings from a research interview programme conducted by STL’s 
Consulting team with 10 leading telecoms operators on their open RAN strategies.

https://stlpartners.com/telcocloud/
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The open RAN ROI tool calculates the value for brownfield 
operators of investing in open RAN over a 10-year period

The tool compares the value for a given operator (from a set of 30+) of investing in open RAN, defined as virtualised and 
disaggregated RAN, over the 2021–2030 period versus a base case scenario with a continued appliance-based architecture.

METHOD

• The model calculates 
Year 1 base case data 
for an operator. 

• It calculates a 10-year 
capex, opex and 
revenue forecast 
assuming the operator 
maintains an 
appliance-based RAN 
architecture.

• The cost calculations 
are based on the 
number of RAN sites 
and costs per site. 

• The model uses 
assumptions on the 
cost of an open RAN 
site compared with an 
appliance-based site 
(in Year 1 and YoY 
changes). 

• It does so for capex 
and opex separately.

• We only consider the 
elements of capex and 
opex that are impacted 
by open RAN. 

• We define three 
migration pathways; a 
given  pathway reflects 
the percentage of new 
sites that an operator 
deploys with open RAN 
in the 2021–2030 
period. 

• Each operator is 
matched to a pathway 
reflecting its open RAN 
strategy (based on info 
in our Telco cloud  
deployment tracker).

• The model derives a 
10y cost and revenue 
forecast assuming a 
proportion of sites are 
deployed using open 
RAN. It also factors in 
additional cost of 
transformation to 
cloud-native practices. 

• The model also 
considers the effect of 
open RAN on revenue 
from: edge, slicing and 
reduction on churn. 

• From the previous 
steps, the model 
calculates the annual 
and cumulative 
benefits of the open 
RAN case versus the 
base case.

• Specifically, it 
calculates the resulting 
capex and opex 
savings and net extra 
revenue in the open 
RAN case compared 
with base case. 

• The model shows the 
results for one 
operator at a time.

• It is set up for 30+ 
operators.

• The user selects a 
given operator at the 
top of the “ROI output” 
sheet. 

• The model is run for 
one operator at a time. 

1. OPERATOR BASE 
CASE

2. OPEN RAN COST 
IMPACT PER SITE

3.OPEN RAN MIGRATION 
PATHWAYS

4. OPERATOR 
OPEN RAN CASE

5. OPEN RAN 
BENEFITS

6. SCALING

Model overview

https://stlpartners.com/tools/telco-cloud-deployment-tracker/
https://stlpartners.com/tools/telco-cloud-deployment-tracker/
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The model uses reported operator data to derive Year 
1 data for the base case

RAN capex (Year 1)
Operator key financial 

data (Year 1)
RAN opex (Year 1) Revenue (Year 1)

Starts with key financial data from 
Telegeography (and own estimates)

• Mobile and Total service 
revenues

• Capex and Opex (as % service 
revenue)

• Annual churn (and trend in 
previous years)

• Mobile subscribers (and trend in 
previous years)

• Market share in mobile 
subscribers

• Blended ARPU trend in previous 
years

• The user can overwrite inputs 

using orange cells in column E

RAN capex is split into three 

categories, all impactable by open 

RAN and potentially following 

different cost trends going forward: 

• Radio installations: includes 
elements such as the tower, 
antenna, RRU  

• Switches and equipment: 
includes switches and 
equipment

• Other mobile network: includes 
other active components, such 
as CU/DU hardware and 
software

• Further detail here

Using operator key financial data and benchmarks from other operators, we 
derive the following metrics which are impactable by open RAN

This is the operator’s mobile service 
revenue plus net edge revenue

Similarly, RAN opex is split into 

three categories, all impactable by 

open RAN and potentially following 

different cost trends going forward:

• Energy costs within Cost of 
materials

• Salaries and personnel costs: 
staff costs for network and non-
network functions (impacted by 
open RAN through eg increased 
efficiency via automation)

• Other (non-salary) network ops: 
e.g. external fees for 
maintenance

• Further detail here

• Mobile service revenues in Year 

1 is as reported by the operator

• The operator’s net edge revenue 

in Year is the product of: 

• Estimated telco addressable 

edge computing revenue in the 

operator’s market (using STL’s 

edge demand forecast)

• and the operator’s mobile 

market share (as a proxy for its 

edge revenue market share)

• Minus the marginal cost of 

providing edge computing

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING

Operator base case – Y1

Operator selected at 
top of ROI output

https://stlpartners.com/research/edge-computing-market-sizing-forecast-2nd-release/
https://stlpartners.com/research/edge-computing-market-sizing-forecast-2nd-release/
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RAN capex is split in three buckets which are 
impactable by open RAN

RAN capex

Uses benchmarks from selected 
operators’ annual reports

RAN is split into three categories, 

all impactable by open RAN and 

potentially following different cost 

trends going forward: 

• Radio installations: includes 

elements such as the tower, 

antenna, RRU  

• Switches and equipment: 

includes switches and 

equipment

• Other mobile network: includes 

other active components, such 

as CU/DU hardware and 

software

We identified three key RAN capex buckets from Telenor’s annual report

Total RAN capex

• Reduced cost of RRU 
hardware and 
software

• Will not impact tower 
costs

• Reduced hardware cost 
from COTS hardware…

• … and vendor power

• Reduced hardware and 
software cost of CU/DU

• Innovation from open 
ecosystem

100% RAN

T
o

ta
l c

a
p

e
x

Radio installations
55% Mobile capex

Switches and 
equipment
6% Total capex

Other mobile capex
17% Mobile capex

Not impacted by open 
RAN (and excluded)
Fixed network assets/ 
subscriber equipment

Capex buckets

%
 m

o
b

ile

% RAN Open RAN impact

Operator base case – Y1

%
 m

o
b

ile

%
 m

o
b

ile

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING

80% RAN

80% RAN
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RAN opex is split in three buckets impactable by open 
RAN

RAN opex

Uses benchmarks from selected 
operators’ annual reports

RAN opex is split into three 

categories, all impactable by open 

RAN and potentially following 

different cost trends going forward:

• Cost of materials: the energy 

costs included here are 

impactable by open RAN

• Salaries and personnel costs: 

staff costs for network and non-

network functions

• Other (non-salary) network ops: 

e.g. external fees for 

maintenance

We identified three key RAN opex buckets from Telenor’s annual report

Total RAN opex

• Reduced costs with 
more energy 
efficiency

• Fewer RAN sites 
required

• Upskilling may increase 
costs

• Automation will 
reduce/reallocate

• Reduced costs e.g. with 
remote maintenance, 
reduced truck rolls

• Better optimisation of 
the network

T
o

ta
l o

p
e

x

Cost of materials
(excluding traffic)
20% Total opex

Salaries and personnel 
13% Total opex

Other network ops
Non-salary only
10% Total opex

Not impacted by O-RAN 
(therefore excluded)
Non-network opex (eg. 
marketing, sales, etc)

Opex buckets

%
 t

h
a

t 
is

 m
o

b
ile

 s
p

e
n

d

% RAN O-RAN impact

90% energy

80% RAN

80% RAN

50% network ops 

80% RAN

Operator base case – Y1

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING
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• Additional RAN sites needed to meet growing capacity demands
• Driven by increasing number of subscribers (or default assumption 

on site growth where subscriber number decreases)

Total RAN sites 
(Year X)

New RAN sites 
added (Year X)

Existing RAN 
sites (Year X)

Renewed RAN 
sites (Year X)

• Number of in-life RAN sites
• Driven by previous years of RAN sites
• Total RAN – added RAN (accounting for any decommissioning) 

• RAN sites at the end of their hardware lifecycle (7 years)
• Candidates for “rip and replace” strategy / open RAN deployments
• Affects capex cycles

In the base case, the model calculates the number of RAN 
sites for three different site types (after Year 1)

The model uses assumptions on subscriber and site growth to calculate the total number of RAN sites in any year (Year X).
It splits this total number into three site types (each will have own capex and opex trends).

Operator base case – forecast

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING

This sheet is hidden in the tool
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The model uses assumptions on how open RAN deployments will impact the cost per RAN site either positively (savings) or 
negatively (more expensive with open RAN). We validated those factors through primary interviews with CSPs.

Open RAN will affect the costs per RAN site in certain ways 
which we validated through primary interviews with CSPs

RAN capex RAN opex Revenues

• Fewer RAN sites will be 
required (e.g. C-RAN multi-
tenancy)

• Reduced vendor power drives 
prices down through 
competition

• Use of cheaper, generic 

hardware

• Neutral hosts reduces need to 

invest in macro network 

• Fewer RAN sites will be 

required

• Reduced vendor power drives 

prices down (competition)

• More efficient macro 

coordination, optimisation and 

maintenance

• Fewer truck rolls required with 

softwarisation and AI/ML

• Faster time to market for new 

technologies (e.g. slicing, edge)

• Private networking advantage

• Better in-building proposition

• New services through xApps 

and rApps

• New sites will have associated 

costs (fibre, transport)

• Re-/retro-fitting required –

integration + transformation

IMPACT

IMPACT

ORAN drivers & key assumptions

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING

This sheet is hidden in the tool
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Overall open RAN capex per site will be higher than in an appliance-
based equivalent in the early years BUT will decrease faster

Capex is higher in the earlier years due to: 
• Limited scale of deployments
• Upfront integration costs with emerging technology 
Capex is reduced faster over time through:
• COTS hardware
• Economies of scale 

R
A

N
 c

a
p

e
x

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING

ORAN drivers & key assumptions

This sheet is hidden in the tool
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Overall open RAN opex per site will be higher than in an appliance-
based equivalent in the early years BUT will decrease faster

ORAN drivers & key assumptions

This sheet is hidden in the tool

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING

Opex is higher in the earlier years due to: 
• Upfront costs due to getting to grips with new technology (staff upskilling 

etc)
Opex is reduced over time through:
• Energy efficiency and network optimisation
• Reduction in network maintenance
• Reduction in personnel costs due to automation

R
A

N
 o

p
e

x

The tool factors in additional opex for:
• Integration, when open RAN goes 

beyond the low 100s sites and into 
the macro network

• Transformation as the operator 
changes its processes and upskills 
staff to cloud-native practices
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Over the 10-year forecast period, our assumptions reflect a decrease in 
capex and opex per site with open RAN compared with appliance-based

ORAN drivers & key assumptions

This sheet is hidden in the tool

Example is for
Vodafone UK

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING
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• The model projects that when an operator’s open 

RAN sites reach a certain threshold, this will 

catalyse its ability to capture edge revenue earlier 

than without open RAN. 

• It allows for two thresholds, each bringing forward 

edge revenues:

• Infrastructure synergies: Open RAN 

deployment enable the deployment of more 

edge sites and in more cost-effective manner

• Application synergies: The edge network 

developed by the operator is more attractive 

to application developers. 

• The model also reflects a positive impact of open 

RAN on the operator’s ability to retain and acquire 

customers, through the ability to deliver:

• slicing and better wholesale services

• Improved QoS with positive impact on churn. 

Revenues

Net additional revenues are realised for the operator deploying open RAN by 
improving edge time to market and acquisition / retention of customers

Inputs

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING
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STL Partners defined three distinct pathways for how brownfield operators will migrate to open RAN.
Each pathway reflects the timing, speed and scale at which an operator will deploy open RAN over the 2021–2030 period. 

We have set three pathways which brownfield 
operators will follow when migrating to open RAN 

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING

Pathway 1: Open RAN committed

Pathway 4: Greenfield

Pathway 2: Leap-froggers

Pathway 3: NEP-otists, 
evolving with NEPs

• First wave of 5G already deployed 
through appliance platform or 
vRAN

• Driving forward PoCs/Trials and 
small scale deployments

• Open RAN will be deployed from 
2023 across 4G and 5G networks

• Operator uses open RAN to build its network 
therefore 100% of the sites are open RAN

• Our model is not set up for greenfield 
operators and does not have a Pathway 4 

• It could be the object of a future release

• 5G not yet deployed (potentially 
due to reasons specific to the 
region of the operator)

• OpenRAN adopted from the outset 
of 5G network 

• Delayed but more rapid adoption

• 5G network already established, 
working with proprietary vendors

• Will adopt open RAN later and only 
with the established vendors 

Inputs
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The model’s output reflects the different rate and 
timelines for open RAN deployment based on pathway

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING

Inputs

Pathway 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030

Open RAN committed 0% 0% 2% 4% 10% 20% 33% 48% 65% 78%

Leap-frogger 0% 0% 0% 0% 5% 11% 23% 41% 63% 80%

NEP-otist 0% 0% 0% <1% 1% 5% 8% 13% 20% 30%

Percentage of new sites migrated to open RAN

Offsets can be used to 
reflect delays in deploying 
open RAN for specific 
operators (in far right on 
“Operator data”) 
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Base case 
(appliance-based 

RAN)

Open RAN 
drivers

Open RAN 
pathways

Open RAN case

Migration pathways 
determine the speed 
and degree to which 
operators pursue 
open RAN, impacting 
the timeline and level 
of open RAN 
penetration in the 
installed RAN base

Quantified “benefits” 
for operator pursuing 
open RAN for 4G and 
5G sites

Base case profile for 
operator pursuing 
appliance-based RAN 
only for both 4G and 
5G sites (this includes 
vRAN)

Assumptions that will 
impact operator costs 
and drive additional 
revenue, impacting 
metrics from base 
case data (max 
benefit per site) 

The model develops the open RAN case based on 
those various inputs and assumptions …

ORAN case

This sheet is hidden in the tool

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING
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The open RAN case defines the speed and extent of 
open RAN penetration in the macro RAN network

• Shows the percentage of new, renewed, existing, and total number of macro RAN sites which are open RAN
• This drives capex, opex, and revenue figures in the open RAN case
• Some of these metrics are repeated at the top of the “ROI output” sheet, in particular % Open RAN sites (in total RAN sites) 

which can be matched with operators’ announcements, when relevant

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING

ORAN case

This sheet is hidden in the tool
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Open RAN case

Quantified “benefits” 
for operator pursuing 
open RAN for 4G and 
5G sites

Base case

Base case profile for 
operator pursuing 
appliance-based RAN 
only for both 4G and 
5G sites (this includes 
vRAN)

Open RAN 
benefits

Gains from pursuing 
open RAN: Capex 
savings, opex savings, 
net extra revenue, as 
well as overall ROI, 
NPV (net present 
value), or cumulative 
cash flow

The open RAN benefits are calculated in the final 
sheet of the model

ROI Output

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING
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The output reflects the incremental benefits to annual 
net cashflow as CSPs pursue open RAN…

ROI Output

Overall penetration 
of open RAN in the 
installed RAN base

Savings on total 
capex

Savings on total 
opex

Net cashflow profile

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING
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A number of standard graphs capture the output 
visually and update dynamically with the inputs (1/2)

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING

In this example, AT&T is on the same 
pathway as Vodafone UK but offset by 
one year (starts open RAN 1y later)

ROI Output
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OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING

ROI Output

A number of standard graphs capture the output 
visually and update dynamically with the inputs (2/2)
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The tool features 30+ operators representing all 
migration pathways and geographies

The tool is currently set up for 30+ operators and each operator has been allocated a migration pathway and offset (delay compared 
with the default migration pathway). The user of the tool can change this. 

OPERATOR BASE CASE
OPEN RAN COST IMPACT 

PER SITE
OPEN RAN MIGRATION 

PATHWAYS
OPERATOR OPEN RAN CASE OPEN RAN BENEFITS SCALING

Operator data

Pathways can 
be changed

Offsets can 
be removed 
or added
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Lower level model projection assumptions e.g. cost evolution, cost by type etc.

Higher level model projection assumptions e.g. changing pathways, timings or their shape

Y1 base case – users can bring this more in line with their actuals where known

The tool is set up with default values which the user 
can change

The model is set up to allow users to override three types of assumption, allowing users to refine the model and test the model for 
different assumptions and inputs from the ones it was published with. 
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The tool can be set up to be better aligned with 
known operator data

Y1 BASE CASE REFINEMENT CHANGING MIGRATION PATHWAY CHANGING LOWER LEVEL ASSUMPTIONS

Any of the blue cells in the 
“Inputs” sheet can be edited to 
better reflect an operator’s RAN 
capex and opex buckets.

1. Select operator at the top 
of “ROI Output”

2. Only the operator name 
needs selecting: Country 
and Pathway update 
automatically

1. When an operator is 
selected, its data appears in 
the pink cells of “Operator 
base case – Y1”. 

2. This sheet contains other 
inputs (in blue cells) which 
are pulled from the “Inputs” 
sheet. So as to keep one 
consistent set of inputs, the 
user should not edit the blue 
cells and change their source 
in the “Inputs” sheet instead.

3. Operator-specific data (pink 
cells and cell C35) can be 
superceded by the user’s 
input if entered in column E 
(orange cells). E.g.:

or

Select operator
Check / adjust its open RAN 

pathway
Check / adjust its top-level 

data
Check / adjust its finer level 

data

1. Open RAN pathways can 
be changed in column O of 
“Operator data”

2. Migration can be delayed 
by entering an offset in 
column P (-1 means 
delayed by 1 year)
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The open RAN pathways can be edited to change 
adoption – changes will apply to ALL operators

Y1 BASE CASE REFINEMENT CHANGING MIGRATION PATHWAY CHANGING LOWER LEVEL ASSUMPTIONS

Open RAN 
pathways are 
set ~row 50 of 
the “Inputs” 
sheet

They are set up as S-curves. Each 
S-curve is defined by two or three 
set points (e.g. 2023, 2026 and 
2030 for open RAN committed 
and NEP-otist and 2025 and 2030 
for Leap-frogger)

Changing the start and end points of the S-curves is a powerful lever to the shape of the resulting 
migration pathways – do keep an eye on the results in “ROI Output” (in particular row 11 which shows 
the overall penetration open RAN, ie as of in installed base)

S-curves fail with 0% and 100% values for the set points.
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The model can be further refined by changing the various 
YoY changes, relative costs and thresholds in the Inputs

Y1 BASE CASE REFINEMENT CHANGING MIGRATION PATHWAY CHANGING LOWER LEVEL ASSUMPTIONS

The costs of all site types relative to the cost of a 
new appliance-based site can all be adjusted, as can 
the YoY changes. User can prefer more/less 
aggressive decreases. 

When and how much the extra opex cost in the open 
RAN case kicks in can also be adjusted. To 
neutralise this effect the multipliers should be set to 
1 (or the thresholds set >100%)

Similarly the way in which additional revenues are 
factored in can be modulated

Taking into account additional revenue can 
in fact be entirely switched off on the “ROI 
Output” sheet by selecting No in the 
dropdown box in cell C49
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If you need help with the 
tool please get in touch

Check the tool’s page 
for new material 

including new releases 
of the tool

Emma Buckland – emma.buckland@stlpartners.com

Book a 30-min call

Any feedback? Please 
let us know

https://stlpartners.com/tools/open-ran-roi-tool/
mailto:emma.buckland@stlpartners.com
https://calendly.com/emma-buckland
https://forms.office.com/e/6C1vmu5Fbb
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STL Partners helps our clients innovate, grow, and stay ahead 
of existing and new competition in a digital world

Research Consulting Events
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